Preliminary Program

The 57th Annual Conference of the Canadian Sociological Association (CSA) will be held in two sections.

1. Virtual sessions scheduled from Monday, June 3 through Friday, June 7, 2024.
2. In-person sessions scheduled from Monday, June 17 through Friday, June 21, 2024 as part of the Federation of Humanities and Social Sciences Congress in partnership with McGill University.

We are hoping that this new Conference format will improve accessibility for our members and the wider community.

The session list posted here is subject to change. Visit our Conference Website for the most current information.

Programme préliminaire

Notre 57e conférence annuelle se déroulera en deux parties.

1. Séances en ligne prévues du lundi 3 juin au vendredi 7 juin 2024.
2. Séances sur place prévues du lundi 17 juin au vendredi 21 juin 2024 dans le cadre du Congrès de la Fédération des sciences humaines en partenariat avec l'Université McGill.

Nous espérons que ce nouveau format de conférence améliorera l’accessibilité pour nos membres et l’ensemble de la communauté.

La liste des séances affichée ici est susceptible d’être modifiée. Consultez le site web de la conférence pour obtenir les informations les plus récentes.
Virtual Conference: Monday, June 3

11:00am – 12:30pm ET
- (IND6) Allyship in a time of Change
- (KNW2) Sociology, Sociologically
- (SMH2) Digitalization of Mental Health Promotion: Expanding Access to Mental Health Care for Marginalized Populations through Digital Interventions

1:00pm – 2:00pm ET
- (KNW-RC) Sociology of Knowledge Research Cluster Meeting

1:00pm – 2:30pm ET
- (ENV1e) Environmental Sociology V
- (ITD1a) Technology and Society I: Truth, Misinformation, and Narratives in the Digital Age
- (WPO1a) Critical Perspectives on Employment Relations

3:00pm – 4:00pm ET
- (TEA-RC) Teaching and Learning Research Cluster Meeting

3:00pm – 4:30pm ET
- (CSF4) Families and Intimate Relations
- (ITD2) Sociological Insights for Cybercrime and Deviance Studies
- (WPO5) Sustaining Shared Futures Through Equitable Work Trajectories for International Migrants in Canada

5:00pm – 6:00pm ET
- (CSF-RC) Critical Sociology of Families, Work and Care Research Cluster Meeting
- (IND-RC) Indigenous-Settler Relations and Decolonization Research Cluster Meeting

6:00pm – 7:30pm ET
- (RAS1) Masculinities and Hate in Authoritarian Times
Virtual Conference: Tuesday, June 4

11:00am – 12:30pm ET
- (CRM2a) Crime, Deviance, and Media I
- (FTS2) An Intersectional Multi-Gender Panel on Anti-Fat Bias as Reductive Harm
- (OMN1c) Stigma, Terror, and Repirations
- (WPO1b) Work and Inequalities

1:00pm – 2:30pm ET
- (CND1b) Durkheimian Studies: Contemporary Engagements II / Études Durkheimiennes: Engagements contemporain II
- (FTS3) Fat Futures and Worldmakings
- (FEM7c) Gender, Identity and Displacement: Critical Refugee Perspectives

3:00pm – 4:30pm ET
- (ECS4) Confronting Contemporary Capitalism
- (FEM1e) Feminist Sociology V: Reproductive Labour and Futures
- (ITD4) Experiences in the Cyber-Field
- (WPO7a) Cultural Sensitivity and Equity in Healthcare Delivery I

5:00pm – 6:00pm
- (ECS-RC) Economic Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
- (ITD-RC) Internet, Technology and Digital Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
- (SCY-RC) Sociology of Childhood and Youth Research Cluster Meeting
Virtual Conference: Wednesday, June 5

11:00am – 12:30pm ET

- (DEA1) Sharing Grief: Stories for Urgent Times
- (HOU3) Contemporary Issues in Housing and Homelessness
- (RAE4) Racism in Place
- (THE5a) Classical Social Theory I

1:00pm – 2:00pm ET

- (HOU-RC) Sociology of Housing Research Cluster Meeting

1:00pm – 2:30pm ET

- (FEM6) Transnational Feminist Solidarities: Imagining and Demanding Shared Futures
- (RAE3) Utilizing the Barbershop Setting to Discuss and Challenge Anti-Blackness
- (THE4a) Open Social Theory I

3:00pm – 4:00pm ET

- (WPO-RC) Work, Professions and Occupations Research Cluster Meeting

3:00pm – 4:30pm ET

- (ANS2) Animals in Society
- (PSM3a) Political Sociology and Social Movements I: Dynamics of Activism
- (VLS7) Gender-Based Violence in the Global South

5:00pm – 6:00pm ET

- (ANS-RC) Animals in Society Research Cluster Meeting
- (PSM-RC) Political Sociology and Social Movements Research Cluster Meeting
- (VLS-RC) Violence and Society Research Cluster Meeting

5:00pm – 6:30pm ET

- (SCS1) Academic Basics: Applying for Research Funding

7:00pm – 8:00pm ET

- (FEM5) Women’s Caucus
Virtual Conference: Thursday, June 6

11:00am – 12:30pm ET
- (DIS4a) Sociology of Disability I
- (RES1) Relational Sociology I

1:00pm – 2:00pm ET
- (RES-RC) Relational Sociology Research Cluster Meeting

1:00pm – 2:30pm ET
- (AIS3) (Re)Theorizing “The Muslim Problem”: The human, Not-quite-human, and Nonhuman
- (DIS3) Decolonial and Transnational Disability Justice
- (GAS1b) Open Session on Gender II: Masculinities and Femininities

3:00pm – 4:00pm ET
- (EDU-RC) Sociology of Education Research Cluster Meeting

3:00pm – 4:30pm ET
- (GAS2b) Public Sociology of Gender and Sexuality II: Activism and Advocacy
- (SCL6b) Culture and Inequality II
- (PSM9) Performing resistance: Challenging hegemonic ideology through performative art

5:00pm – 6:00pm ET
- (DIS-RC) Sociology of Disability Research Cluster Meeting
- (GAS-RC) Gender and Sexuality Research Cluster Meeting
- (SAR-RC) South Asia Research Cluster Meeting
Virtual Conference: Friday, June 7

11:00am – 12:30pm ET
- (APS2b) The Highlights and Challenges of Community Engaged Sociology II
- (EDU8) Navigating Boundaries: Mobilities and Social Justice in Contemporary Education

1:00pm – 2:30pm ET
- (SON1) Alternative Kinships at the End of the World (and the Beginning of the Next One)

1:00pm – 2:00pm ET
- (APS-RC) Applied and Community Engaged Sociology Cluster Meeting
- (SMH5) Emerging Voices in the Sociology of Mental Health

2:15pm – 3:00pm
- (SMH-RC) Sociology of Mental Health Research Cluster Meeting

3:00pm – 4:30pm ET
- (RAS2) Creating Communities of Care: Addressing Vulnerabilities in Conducting and Disseminating Research Online
CSA-SCS Annual Conference / Conférence annuelle

In-person Conference: Monday, June 17

9:00am – 10:30am ET
- (APS3) Towards Just Care: Unpacking the politics, possibilities, and perils of home care
- (EDU3) Challenging Hate: Fostering Human Flourishing
- (SMH4) Political, Social, and Environmental Stressors on Mental Health and Well-Being

11:00am – 12:30pm ET
- (PLN3) Challenging hate in Canada: The role of sociologists

12:30pm – 1:15pm ET
- (DEV-RC) Sociology of Development Research Cluster Meeting

1:30pm – 3:00pm ET
- (DEV2) Social Problems, Development, and Policy in Africa
- (EDU2a) Sociology of Education in Higher Education Institutions I
- (GAS8a) Sociology of Sexualities I
- (HEA6) Political sociology and people's health
- (IND1) Research with Indigenous People: Best Practices in Creative and Community-Based Methodologies
- (SCY1a) Sociology of Childhood and Youth I: Precarity, hope and making change

3:30pm – 4:30pm ET
- (PLN4) Des effets contrastés de la peur sur l’engagement des féministes selon la place qu’elles occupent dans les rapports sociaux de classe, de race et de sexualité

3:30pm – 5:00pm ET
- (DEV1) Development and Conflict: Towards Sustainable Futures, Social Justice, and Peace
- (EDU2b) Sociology of Education in Higher Education Institutions II
- (GAS8b) Sociology of Sexualities II
- (HEA4) Health and Its Publics
- (SCY1b) Sociology of Childhood and Youth II: Generation: Expectation, age, family, and inequality

3:30pm – 5:30pm ET
- (PSM2) Has It Happened Here? The Far Right and Canadian Exceptionalism
In-person Conference: Tuesday, June 18

9:00am – 10:30am ET

- CAD2 Cohésion communautaire comme projet de société? Les dynamiques de pouvoir au sein des communautés francophones en situation minoritaire qui se diversifient par l’immigration
- EDU6 Critical Sociological Approaches to Educational Policy for Adult and Higher Education
- EQS1 Climate change and intersections
- GAS1a Open Session on Gender I: Critical Perspectives
- IND2 Kinoomaagewin, food sovereignty project
- PSM1 Opportunity Structures and their Consequences for Movements
- RAE1a Race, Ethnicity, and Identity Construction in Canada
- SCL5 The Sociology of Music
- SCY4 Constructions of childhood: Where are we now and where are we going?
- SMH3a Mental Health and Social Context I
- UNG1 The Undergraduate Voice
- VLS2a Violence as a Cultural Process I: Media and State Narratives on Violence

11:00am – 12:30pm ET

- EDU4 Race, Class, and Contested Frameworks in Education: A Dialogic Project
- ENV5 Decolonization, Social Justice, and the Environment
- EQS2 Responding to Homelessness and Hate
- FDS1 Hunger Pains: Food Justice in (Times of) Crisis
- GAS2a Public Sociology of Gender and Sexuality I: Global Perspectives
- IND7 Towards Decolonial Solidarity from the Perspective of Asian Diasporas
- PLN2 Prix du livre de sociologie mondial : L’auteure rencontre les critiques
- PSM3b Political Sociology and Social Movements II: Revolutions, Populism, and Democracy
- RAE1b Race, Ethnicity, and Migrant Integration Experiences in Canada
- SCL6a Culture and Inequality I
- SMH3b Mental Health and Social Context II
- VLS2b Violence as a Cultural Process II: Challenging Institutional Stories of Violence

12:30pm – 1:15pm ET

- RAE-RC Race and Ethnicity Research Cluster Meeting
In-person Conference: Tuesday, June 18

1:30pm – 3:00pm ET

- (DCS1) Concepts in Indigenous-Settler Relations and Decolonization: Building bridges? Or perpetuating divide?
- (EDU5) Canadian and Comparative Perspectives on Race, Class, and Contested Frameworks in Education
- (ENV2) Pathways towards just multi-species futures
- (GAS4a) Observing intimacy and its conceptions: assessing/describing contemporary intimate relationship(S) / Observer l’intimité et ses conceptions : rendre compte des relation(S) intime(S) contemporaine(S)
- (PSM3c) Political Sociology and Social Movements III: Social Movements - Tactics, Responses and Outcomes
- (RAE2) Anti-Asian Racism in Canada: Pandemics, Geopolitics and Social Change
- (SCL7) Cultural Production and Consumption
- (SCY3) Redesigning futures with children and for children
- (SMH1) Exploring Intersections of Feminist Scholarship in Disability and Mental Health
- (SOM3a) Immigrant networks in the integration process I
- (VLS4) New Conceptualizations in Violence Research and Knowledge Mobilization
- (WPO7b) Cultural Sensitivity and Equity in Healthcare Delivery II

3:30pm – 4:30pm ET

- (SMH6) "Bridging Communities": The Transformative Power and Unique Challenges of Community-Engaged Research in Understanding Mental Health in Society

3:30pm – 5:00pm ET

- (EDU2c) Sociology of Education in Higher Education Institutions III
- (ENV3) Environmental sociologists speak out: A conversation on sustaining shared futures in a time of crisis
- (FTS1) An Intersectional Analysis of Fatness
- (GAS4b) Theories, representations, and the shaping of intimacy / Théories, représentations et construction de l’intime
- (IND4) Decolonizing Pedagogies: Enacting Beloved Community, Collective Care and Resistance
- (OMN1a) Healthcare Systems and Delivery
- (PSM3d) Political Sociology and Social Movements IV: Politics - Language, Discourse and Culture
- (SCL8) Ordinary Cosmopolitanisms
- (SCY5) Challenging Hate through Black and Indigenous Frameworks: Centreing Love, Joy, and Critical Solidarities
- (SOM3b) Immigrant networks in the integration process II
- (VLS6) Exploring Gender-Based Violence in Ghana and Canada

5:30pm – 8:30pm ET: Welcome Reception
In-person Conference: Wednesday, June 19

9:00am – 10:30am ET

- (APS2a) The Highlights and Challenges of Community Engaged Sociology I
- (EDU2d) Sociology of Education in Higher Education Institutions IV
- (ENV1a) Environmental Sociology I
- (FEM3) Interrogating Feminist Intersectionality in Theory, Research, and Praxis
- (GAS3) Transgender Studies in Sociology
- (HEA1b) Sociology of Medicine, Health, and Illness II: Gender and Health
- (IND5a) Indigenous-Settler Relations and Decolonization I
- (PSM7a) The Populist Radical Right: Old Hatreds, New Hatreds I / La droite radicale populiste: haines anciennes et nouvelles I
- (SCL2) Neglected Aspects of the Civil Sphere in Cultural Sociology: Testing the Extensions and Limits of a Concept / Aspects négligés de la sphère civile dans la sociologie culturelle : tester l'extension et les limites d'un concept
- (SOM4a) Sociology of Migration: Migrant/immigrant students
- (SOS1) Sport and Violence Against Women: New Sociological Directions
- (WPO9) Bridging the Gap: Empowered Immigrant Women in STEM and Overcoming Systemic Challenges

11:00am – 12:00pm ET

- (PLN1) The New Spirit of Creativity: Work, Creativity, and Compromise

11:00am – 12:30pm ET

- (EDU1a) Sociology of Education in K-12 Part I
- (ENV1b) Environmental Sociology II
- (FEM4) Feminist Challenges to War, Violence, and Hate: Towards a Sustainable Future for All Life
- (GAS7) Centering Trans Joy: Challenging the Deficit-Based Approach in Sociology Research
- (HEA1a) Sociology of Medicine, Health, and Illness I: Social Inequalities in Health
- (IND5b) Indigenous-Settler Relations and Decolonization II
- (PSM7b) The Populist Radical Right: Old Hatreds, New Hatreds II / La droite radicale populiste: haines anciennes et nouvelles II
- (SCL4) Therapeutic societies and cultures
- (SOM5) How to publish books and journal articles on migration: Insights from Experts
- (VLS8a) Violence and Society I: Private and semi-private violence
- (WPO3) Digital Technologies, Work, and the Platform Economy

12:30pm – 1:15pm ET

- (SCL-RC) Sociology of Culture Research Cluster Meeting
In-person Conference: Wednesday, June 19

1:30pm – 3:00pm ET

- (EDU1b) Sociology of Education in K-12 Part 2
- (ENV1c) Environmental Sociology III
- (FEM7a) A Decolonial Reimagining of the Refugee Experiences
- (GAS5a) Worldbuilding In and Around Schools: Mapping the Struggle over Gender and Sexuality - Part 1
- (HEA1c) Sociology of Medicine, Health, and Illness III: Expert, health professionals, and access to care
- (IND5c) Indigenous-Settler Relations and Decolonization III
- (PSM6) The Cultural Sources of Contemporary Social Movements
- (SCL1) Les « x-topies » : avenirs possibles, avenues sociologiques ? / The question(s) of “x-topias”: possible ways for the future and/or sociology?
- (SOM4b) Sociology of Migration: Advancing theories of migration
- (THE3) Sociological Metatheory & The Philosophy of Social Science
- (URS4) Urban Sociology Open Session
- (VLS8b) Violence and Society II: Victimization construction and response

3:30pm – 5:00pm ET

- (EDU1c) Sociology of Education in K-12 Part 3
- (ENV1d) Environmental Sociology IV
- (FEM7b) Refugee Practices: Intersectional, Feminist & Other Decolonial Approaches
- (GAS5b) Worldbuilding In and Around Schools: Mapping the Struggle over Gender and Sexuality - Part 2
- (HEA1d) Sociology of Medicine, Health, and Illness IV: Medical Sociology Early Career Symposium
- (PSM4) Citations & Theory: Knowledge production and intellectual traditions in social movement studies
- (SOM4c) Sociology of Migration: Transnationalism
- (SPE1) Bringing Class Back In: Making Further Sense of Social Inequities in the 21st Century
- (TEA1) Integrative Pedagogies: Teaching Sensitive Topics and Open Pedagogy
- (VLS8c) Violence and Society III: Violence and discrimination

3:30pm – 5:30pm ET

- (SCL10) Sociology of Space, Place, and Time

3:30pm – 6:00pm ET

- (THE2a /THE2b) Theories of the Background I & II
In-person Conference: Wednesday, June 19

5:00pm – 6:00pm ET
- (ENV-RC) Environmental Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
- (HEA-RC) Sociology of Health Research Cluster Meeting
- (SOM-RC) Sociology of Migration Research Cluster Meeting
- (SPE-RC) Social Policy and Social Equality Research Cluster Meeting

5:30pm – 7:00pm ET
- (APS1) Off the Tenure Track: Preparing for Work Outside the Professoriate
In-person Conference: Thursday, June 20

9:00am – 10:30am ET

- (BCS1) Black Skin/White students: Black and racialized faculty members teaching about race and anti-racism in predominantly White university classrooms.
- (CRM2b) Crime, Deviance, and Media II
- (CSF1b) Families II
- (ENV6) Culture and the Environment
- (FEM1a) Feminist Sociology I: Gender-Based Violence, Sexual Autonomy, and Empowerment
- (HEA2) The COVID-19 Pandemic Response: A Reappraisal
- (ITD5a) Work, Play, Display I: Exploring the Shifting Landscape of Time, Media, and Technology in Post-Pandemic Society
- (KNW1a) Sociology of Knowledge I: Social Processes of Knowledge
- (POL1) Global Perspectives on Law, Gender, and Power in Contemporary Times
- (SOM4d) Sociology of Migration: Social and cultural integration of immigrants
- (URS6) Housing Governance
- (WPO10) Temporary Labour, Permanent Struggles: Migrant Workers in a Conditionality Conundrum

11:00am – 12:30pm ET

- (CRM4) Policing white supremacy and misogyny as terrorism?
- (CSF1a) Families I
- (EDU9) Au-delà du discours de l’intégration et de l’inclusion au milieu scolaire au Québec
- (ENV7) Mental Health and the Environment
- (FEM1b) Feminist Sociology II: Digital Feminisms
- (HEA3) Race and racism is a social determinant of health: A roadmap to challenging hate.
- (ITD5b) Work, Play, Display II: Exploring the Shifting Landscape of Time, Media, and Technology in Post-Pandemic Society
- (KNW1b) Sociology of Knowledge II: Actors and Structures of Knowledge
- (PSM8) A Society in Flux: Iran, Five Decades After the 1979 Revolution
- (SOM4e) Sociology of Migration: Migration, gender, and intersectionality
- (URS3) Homelessness Governance
- (WPO4) Work, Stress, and Health

12:30pm – 1:15pm ET

- (URS-RC) Urban Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
CSA-SCS Annual Conference / Conférence annuelle

In-person Conference: Thursday, June 20

1:30pm – 3:00pm ET
- (CAD1a) Institutional Ethnographies and Critical Sociologies of Health and Health Care in Canada
- (CRM3a) Safety, Inclusion and the Future of Policing I
- (CSF2) Confronting Work-Family Inequalities Under Precarity
- (ECS2) Economic Sociology Open Session
- (EDU7b) Creating Care and Community in the Neoliberal University II: Belonging and Resistance
- (FEM1c) Feminist Sociology III: Feminist Interventions in Theory and Practice
- (HEA5a) Turning the Tide Towards Queer Health I: Honouring Lived Experiences
- (MEM2) Remember the Bad Times: Collective Memory and Crisis / Se souvenir des mauvais jours : crises et mémoire collective
- (SOM4f) Sociology of Migration: Open themes 1
- (THE6) Applying Theory: Reconciling Theory and Practice
- (URS2) Public-private Dynamics of Urban Spaces
- (WPO1c) Professions and Occupations: Continuity, Change, and Challenges

3:30pm – 5:00pm ET
- (CAD1b) Institutional Ethnography and Critical Sociology in Canada: Challenging Hate and Sustaining Shared Futures
- (CRM3b) Safety, Inclusion and the Future of Policing II
- (CRS1) Canadian Review of Sociology “Meet the Editors”
- (CSF3) Gender Inequality in Unpaid Work / Inégalité de genre dans le travail domestique non rémunéré
- (EDU7a) Creating Care and Community in the Neoliberal University I: Classrooms and Pedagogy
- (FEM1d) Feminist Sociology IV: Feminist Critiques of Mothering and the Feminine
- (HEA5b) Turning the Tide Towards Queer Health II: Queering Health Interventions
- (POL2) Five years of Legal Cannabis in Canada: What a long, strange trip it’s been.
- (SOM2) Gender, Transnational Migration, and Social Reproduction: Intersectionalities
- (URS5) Resisting Eviction: Domicide and the Financialization of Rental Housing -- Author Meets Critic
- (WPO1d) Work-Related Transitions, Precarity, and Struggles

3:30pm – 6:00pm ET
- (THE4b/THE5b) Open Social Theory II & Classical Social Theory II

5:00pm – 6:00pm ET
- (CSF-RC2) Critical Sociology of Families, Work and Care Research Cluster Meeting

5:30pm – 7:00pm ET
- (AIS1) Combating Islamophobia: Local and Global Connections

Information subject to change / Informations sujettes à modification
In-person Conference: Friday, June 21

9:00am – 10:30am ET

- (DEA2b) Death and Grief in Society II: Death and social identity
- (DIS1a) Breaking Barriers I: Health, Disability, and Sexuality
- (FEM2a) Gender at Work, Gendered Work I: Work and Family Life
- (HOU1) Cultural Sociologies of Housing
- (ITD6) Sociological Perspectives on Artificial Intelligence
- (OMN1b) Politics, Migration, and Integration
- (REM1) Contemporary Vulnerabilities: Enacting and Exploring Vulnerable Moments in Research
- (RUS1a) Mainstreaming Gender and Land Policy in Asian and Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons on Issues and Strategies for Sustainable Agricultural and Rural Development I
- (SOM1a) Roots and Returns I: The Politics and Poetics of “Home” and Return Migration
- (SPE3) Policy Formation, and Its Relation to Policy Goals and Outcomes
- (TEA4) Teaching Introduction to Sociology
- (WPO1e) Health, Safety, and Well-Being at Work

11:00am – 12:30pm ET

- (AIS5) Workshop for Anti-Islamophobia Scholars and Community Organizers
- (CHS1) Nouvelles avenues en sociologie historique et comparée / New Paths in comparative and historical sociology
- (DEA2a) Death and Grief in Society I: Theorizing Death, Gender, and Sexuality
- (DIS1b) Breaking Barriers II: Discourse and Representation of Sexuality and Disability
- (FEM2c) Gender at Work, Gendered Work III: Gender Division of Labour
- (HOU2) Sociological Perspectives on Homelessness
- (ITD1b) Technology and Society II: General Topics
- (REM) Sustaining the Researcher: Sharing and Learning from Research Experiences
- (RUS1b) Mainstreaming Gender and Land Policy in Asian and Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons on Issues and Strategies for Sustainable Agricultural and Rural Development II
- (SOM1b) Roots and Returns II: “New Home” and (Re)integration
- (SPE5) Precarious legal status dynamics and social inequities and inequalities in Canada
- (WPO8) COVID-19’s Impact on Canadian School to Work Transitions

12:30pm – 1:15pm ET

- (CHS-RC) Comparative and Historical Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
In-person Conference: Friday, June 21

1:30pm – 3:00pm ET

- (AIS4a) Gendered Islamophobia: Theory & Resistance I
- (CND1a) Durkheimian Studies: Contemporary Engagements I / Études Durkheimiennes: Engagements contemporain I
- (CRM1a) Canadian Contributions to Criminology I
- (DIS2) Disabled Experiences in the University
- (FEM2b) Gender at Work, Gendered Work II: Gender Inequality
- (ITD3a) Internet, Technology, & Social Movements I
- (PEP1) Decolonizing Research Ethics
- (RES2) Relational Sociology II
- (RUS2) Sustaining Rural Futures
- (SOM6a) Queering im/migration, place-making, and belonging I
- (SPE4) Open Session: Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives on Social Policy and Social Equality in Canada / Session ouverte : Perspectives théoriques et empiriques sur la politique sociale et l’égalité sociale au Canada
- (WPO6a) Healthcare Institutions, Work, and Immigration I: Exploring the Trajectories and Mobility of Healthcare Workers in Canada

3:30pm – 5:00pm ET

- (AIS4b) Gendered Islamophobia: Theory & Resistance II
- (CRM1b) Canadian Contributions to Criminology II
- (DIS4b) Sociology of Disability II
- (ENV4) Risky solidarities at the planetary threshold
- (FEM-RC) Feminist Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
- (ITD3b) Internet, Technology, & Social Movements II
- (RUS-RC) Rural Sociology Research Cluster Meeting
- (SOM6b) Queering im/migration, place-making, and belonging II
- (THE-RC) Social Theory Research Cluster Meeting
- (WPO6b) Healthcare Institutions, Work, and Immigration II: Exploring the Trajectories and Mobility of Healthcare Workers in Canada